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Abstract: The latest studies with radiological imaging techniques indicate
that X-ray images provide valuable details on the Coronavirus disease 2019
(COVID-19). The usage of sophisticated artificial intelligence technology (AI)
and the radiological images can help in diagnosing the disease reliably and
addressing the problem of the shortage of trained doctors in remote villages. In
this research, the automated diagnosis of Coronavirus disease was performed
using a dataset of X-ray images of patients with severe bacterial pneumonia,
reported COVID-19 disease, and normal cases. The goal of the study is to analyze
the achievements for medical image recognition of state-of-the-art neural net-
working architectures. Transfer Learning technique has been implemented in this
work. Transfer learning is an ambitious task, but it results in impressive outcomes
for identifying distinct patterns in tiny datasets of medical images. The findings
indicate that deep learning with X-ray imagery could retrieve important
biomarkers relevant for COVID-19 disease detection. Since all diagnostic mea-
sures show failure levels that pose questions, the scientific profession should
determine the probability of integration of X-rays with the clinical treatment,
utilizing the results. The proposed model achieved 96.73% accuracy out-
performing the ResNet50 and traditional Resnet18 models. Based on our findings,
the proposed system can help the specialist doctors in making verdicts for
COVID-19 detection.

Keywords: COVID-19; artificial intelligence; convolutional neural network; chest
x-ray images; Resnet18 model

1 Introduction

Coronaviruses are a large family of viruses that can infect humans or animals. In humans, numerous
coronaviruses are known for causing infections of the respiratory system. The severity of coronavirus
infection ranges from cold into much more deadly illnesses like the Middle East Respiratory Syndrome
(MERS) and the Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS). COVID-19 is an extremely transmissible
disease caused by severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2). The virus was
initiated from Wuhan, China in December 2019 and has subsequently spread all over the world, causing
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an outbreak in more than 200 countries. The effect is such that the World Health Organization (WHO) has
decided to declare the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic as an international public health emergency.
Governments are working hard to close borders, track contacts, identify and isolate the affected and
suspected cases, isolate the likely cases, but the number of positive COVID-19 cases is growing
exponentially in most countries and, unfortunately, is expected to increase until a medicine/vaccine can
be developed and made available in the public domain. In the absence of any effective medical treatment
of COVID-19, it becomes utmost important to trace and isolate the patients so that virus infection can be
restricted. As of May 2020, positive COVID-19 cases are rising rapidly all over the world, as can be
observed in Fig. 1. Whereas Fig. 2 lists out the worst ten countries in the world that are affected by
COVID-19 [1].

Figure 1: COVID-19 spread around the globe [1]

Figure 2: Top ten countries with COVID-19 cases as of June 2020 [1]
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Reverse Transcription Polymerase Chain Reaction (RT-PCR) is currently the most used technique for
COVID-19 detection in humans. Due to the lack of RT-PCR tests in many countries, the symptoms are
found through the examination of radiological images of the patients [2,3].

Computed Tomography (CT) is a sensitive way of detecting pneumonia in COVID-19 that can be
viewed as an RT-PCR testing tool [4]. After the symptoms begin, and typically in the first 2 days,
patients should report regular CT [5]. CT results can be used to detect if the person suffers from COVID-
19 and determine the degree of seriousness at the same time [6]. Chinese health centers initially had
inadequate test sets, which also caused a large rate of false-negative tests, such that physicians are
advised to diagnosis only based on clinical and thoracic CT findings [5,7]. In places like Turkey, where
there are small numbers of test kits at the outset of a pandemic, CT is used extensively for COVID-
19 detection. Researchers have stated that CT can help to early detect COVID-19 [7–11]. For COVID-19,
radiological images provide valuable diagnostic details. Many important findings about COVID-
19 detection using images were obtained by researchers overall the world. Danis et al. [12] observed the
existence of unusual opacity in the radiographical image of a COVID-19 patient. The authors in [13]
registered a single nodular opacity in the lower left lung area in one of each three patients under review.
A further finding is that peripheral focus or multifocal ground-glass opacification (GGOs) can impact
both lungs in 50–75% of patients [10]. Similarly, the authors in [3] found that 33% of chest CT scans are
circular in the lung. The usage of the machine learning algorithms in automatica detection of diseases has
become increasingly popular lately as a supplementary tool for clinicians [14–19].

The artificial intelligence-based research facilitates the development of end-to-end models to get
promising results without input being extracted manually [20,21]. In other issues such as the diagnosis of
arrhythmias [22,23], skin cancer detection [24,25], breast cancer identification [26,27], brain diseases
classification [28], pneumonia diagnosis using chest X-rays images [29], fundus images [30], and
pulmonary segmentation [31,32], deep learning strategies have been used effectively. The massive
increase of the COVID-19 outbreak encouraged the usage of automatic AI-based detection systems, as
they could result in a rapid detection of the infected cases and help in their quick isolation which will in
turn reduce the infection spread. Fast, accurate, and rapid AI models will therefore help in overcoming
the lack of specialist doctors, and providing the patients with timely support [33,34]. AI approaches can
also help in handling some problems, such as inadequate RT-PCR test kits, and the long waiting time for
test results. Many types of radiological images were recently used for COVID-19 detection. For the
diagnosis of COVID-19 using X-ray images, the authors in [34] suggested a COVIDX-Net model
consisting of seven CNN models. Wang and Wong suggested a broad model (COVID-Net) to classify
COVID-19 and other pneumonia types. Using 224 COVID-19 verified images, Apostolopoulos et al. [35]
established the profound learning model. In both two and three grades, their model reached 98.75% and
93.48% performance respectively. While Narin et al. [36] accomplished 98% COVID-19 identification
using chest X-ray imaging in conjunction with the ResNet 50 model.

The features gathered from multiple CNNmodels utilizing X-ray images with a Support Vector Machine
(SVM) classifier were proposed by Sethy et al. [37]. Their analysis indicates the highest results of the
ResNet50 model is obtained with the SVM classifier. Finally, a variety of recent research on the COVID-
19 prediction utilizing numerous CT images in profound schooling [38–42] has also been published.
Different end-to-end designs were proposed without any practical methods of abstraction and including
the replication of raw chest X-ray images which have been easily collected. In recovering patients,
medical tests performed between 5–13 days have been positive [43]. This indicates that the infection may
also transmit to recovering patients. One of the main downsides to the chest X-ray researches is the
inability to identify COVID-19 in its early phases since the exposure to GGO detection is not adequate.
However, a well-trained network can concentrate and restore the interpretation of points that are non-
detectable to humans.
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Although many models have been proposed and implemented but more reliable diagnostic approaches
are still required. Therefore, the aim of this study is to propose a deep learning framework that automatically
detects COVID-19 from X-ray images. The modified CNN network is proposed in the study and it
significantly improved the detection of COVID-19. The used data in this study was obtained from various
sources and the preprocessing was carried out. The results of this work are summarized below:

a) Develop a deep CNN network to ensure the successful detection of COVID-19 positive cases.

b) One of the primary solutions of this study is to continue validating and investigating the possibility of
reducing Resnet18 model complexity, the generalization of the classical machine learning methods,
and producing useful features for training instead of the conventional training by using predefined
raw data features.

c) The developed system could be used in the hospitals and medical centers to make rapid screening and
efficient detection for COVID-19 positive cases.

The main contribution of the modified Resnet18 CNN model is that numerous pre-extraction and
features estimation work is reduced to conventional methods, and it is suitable for grayscale images
which is fit for X-ray based classification. Our proposed CNN network is more effective than the other
reported studies as the results show.

The structure of the paper is as follows. The methodology of the work is illustrated in Section 2. Section
3 defines the used dataset, the CNN architecture, the results of this research as well as the discussions of the
obtained results. The conclusion of this analysis is addressed in Section 4.

2 Methodology

Through this research, authors have developed a CNNmodel for the detection of COVID-19 using chest
X-ray images, driven by the fact that a deep learning approach could help to properly detect and diagnose
COVID-19. In the absence of adequate technology, the radiologists first need to differentiate against
COVID-19 X-rays images from normal chest X-ray images, and then, from other viral and bacterial
infections. Hence, we select CNN’s architecture to detect one of the following classes:

a) Normal (i.e., no infection),

b) COVID-19,

c) and Pneumonia

The obtained classes from the proposed model can help specialists in making their decisions about the
infection (if any) and its type and restricting the RT-PCR test for only questionable cases, which helps in
reducing the infection through decreasing contact between the patient and the specialist. The authors have
built an end-to-end model by modifying the original residual ResNet18 network structure as it is
illustrated in Fig. 3 to classify and predict COVID-19 from the radiographical images. Fig. 4 shows the
network pipeline in this paper. The initial ResNet18 model is suitable for the color images, while the
modified ResNet18 is more appropriate for the grayscale images which are used to diagnose infections in
this study. The average pooling layer of the original ResNet18 is replaced with the Global Average
Pooling layer (GAP) and two compression layers are added to support the image rating after a global
average pooling layer.
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The model achieves the performance likelihood after the convolutionary layer of each form of label. The
cross-entropy loss function is used in this work, to prevent the issue of sluggish learning:

Loss Lð Þ ¼ 1

d

X

z

y ln / þ 1� yð Þ ln 1� /ð Þ½ � (1)

where d is the total number of training data. The summation is performed on all inputs of training, y, z, and
their respective target output. The modified network is shown in Fig. 5 and its structure is as follows:

2.1 1 Input Layer

It contains image data, and image data are denoted by a 3D matrix. And this needs to be resized into one
column. Example: 28 × 28 image is transformed into 784 × 1 before inputs to the system.

2.2 Convolutional Layer

The convolutional layer performs an important role in the CNN model. Inside this layer, the features of
the image get extracted. Convolution conserves the contiguous correlation in between elements by reading
image features getting help from little pores of feeding images. Numbers of filters are used for the
convolution process and an activation map is generated to be feed as input to the next layer of CNN.

Figure 3: The network operation performed in this work

Figure 4: Conventional building blocks of CNN
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2.3 Pooling Layer

The pooling layer is used to reduce the size after the convolution of feeding images. It can be used in
between two convolutional layers. If applying a fully connected layer after two convolutional layers without
applying average or max pooling, then the computations and amount of the parameters will be very high. The
pooling layer provides better results against certain transformations.

2.4 Fully Connected Layer

A fully connected layer contains kernels, weights, and biases. It generally relates a one-layer kernel with
a kernel of the next corresponding layer. It is used to categorize images in between certain types via training.
A fully connected layer can be referred to as finishing the pooling layer input the features to the ReLU or
Softmax activation function (classifier).

2.5 Logistic Layer

It is the final layer of the CNN model that is placed at the last of the fully connected layer.

2.6 Output Layer

This is the output layer of CNN and it includes the tag that will be in the shape of single-hard encoded.
The used hyper-parameters for training are as follows: learning rates = 0.001, beta = 0.9, and batch size = 16.
The network is equipped for 30 epochs.

3 Results and Discussions

The authors included two open-source datasets in their study. Chest X-ray images for COVID-
19 positive cases were taken from the GitHub repository, prepared by the authors in [44,45]. Samples of
the used dataset in this study are shown in Fig. 6.

In this research, three classes of images were used. X-ray images of positive COVID-19, ARDS, SARS,
Streptococcus, Pneumocystis, and other pneumonia types were employed. The first dataset contains only
180 images for 118 COVID-19 cases and the remaining 42 images for 25 cases of pneumocystis,
Streptococcus, and SARS were identified as pneumonia. The second dataset includes 6012 pneumonia
cases and 8851 normal cases. As stated, only 180 positive COVID-19 instances are available, which are

Figure 5: The modified ResNet18 network
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little data for one class in comparison to other classes. Mixing large numbers of normal and pneumonia
images with only few COVID-19 images for training leads to identifying pneumonia and normal cases
more effectively by the network than COVID-19 cases due to unbalanced dataset.

Data augmentation is used after handling the size differences of the collected images and converting all
the images into the same scale. Data augmentation is a tool used when the dataset is small to artificially
produce further examples from the same dataset instead of gathering more data. Since the size of the
dataset greatly affects the performance of the machine and deep learning techniques, data augmentation is
employed. We implemented some techniques on the original images to get more data such as rotation
(left-right, top-down) with a probability of 0.3, resizing with a probability of 0.1, random light with a
probability of 0.5, and zooming throughout 0.7.

Although data augmentation is implemented and the whole data are expanded, the problem of
unbalanced classes still needs a solution. The average performance cannot be used because the images in
normal and pneumonia classes are more than in the COVID-19 class. The easiest approach to address this
issue is to align the data collection and supply the network with approximately identical data from each

Figure 6: Samples of the used dataset in this project, (a) positive COVID-19, (b) normal, (c) pneumonia
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class during the preparation process which enables the network to understand how to classify each class. In
this case, since we have no access to other open-source COVID-19 datasets to increase this data, we have
chosen the amount of images from normal and pneumonia classes almost equals to the amount of the
images of COVID-19 class. In this way, the network receives about the same number of images per
batch, thereby helping to boost the identification of COVID-19 with the identification of pneumonia and
normal cases as well. There are many benefits to applying this solution. The network integrates more for
the other levels of COVID-19 functionality and the identification of normal and pneumonia classes
dramatically increases. This approach also makes the network easier to distinguish COVID-19 and not to
spot faulty COVID-19 cases.

Popular pre-trained models such as ResNet50, ResNet18, and the proposed modified ResNet18 network
have been trained and examined using the chest x-ray images to predict coronavirus disease. The pre-trained
model fold-3 confusion matrices are shown in Fig. 7.

Figure 7: Confusion matrices of the networks (a) proposed network, (b) Resnet 18, (c) Resnet 50
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The training stage was implemented for all models until the 30th epoch to prevent overfitting. To
evaluate the performance of the proposed model, the accuracy is calculated according to the following
equation:

Accuracy %ð Þ ¼ Tnþ Tp

Tnþ Tpþ Fnþ Fp
(2)

Where Tn is the number of correct predictions that an instance is negative, Fp is the number of incorrect
predictions that an instance is positive, Fn is the number of incorrect predictions that an instance is negative,
and Tp is the number of correct predictions that an instance is positive [46]. Fig. 8 shows that the highest
training accuracy is achieved by the proposed ResNet18 model.

The proposed model has better efficiency and accuracy than the previously reported work as the
comparison shows in Tab. 1. The proposed model which is based on a modified ResNet18 method
outperforms the previous COVID-19 detection models. It resulted in 96.73% accuracy, 94% recall, and
100% specificity. The lowest performance values were obtained through using the ResNet50 network.
The results were 87% for accuracy, 84% for recall, and 90 % for specificity. Therefore, the proposed
network performs superiorly in both training and the testing stages when it is compared to the other two
models in this study.

Figure 8: Performance evaluation of the ResNet18 model

Table 1: A comparison of the different CNN network employed to detect COVID-19 with the proposed network

Related work Technique Accuracy

Linda Wang et al. [47] Convolutional neural network 92.4%

Li et al. [48] ResNet-50 90 %

Shi F al. [49] Random Forest method 87.9%

The proposed network Modified ResNet-18 96.73%
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The mentioned matrices indicate that the network concatenated functions are best to identify and
perfectly recognize COVID-19 and the other cases. We have evaluated our convolutional neural networks
with a large number of images although the problem of unbalanced data, unlike other studies that have
identified COVID-19 from few X-ray images (only 25 to 50 images are used in some studies). We
presented the results with more practical samples for each class by using data augmentation to overcome
the problem of unbalanced samples.

Although the suggested model can diagnose COVID-19 in seconds with high accuracy, but it still has
some drawbacks. First of all, the dataset size is not fixed, relatively small, and constantly updated. The
generalization of the used method must be checked over a larger dataset which can be implemented if
more images are publicly available. Furthermore, the proposed model focuses mainly on the posterior-
anterior (PA) view of the chest X-ray images and it cannot be used to distinguish other X-ray views such
as the anterior-posterior (AP), the lateral and so on. Also, we did not match the efficiency of our model
with the radiologists and specialist doctors.

4 Conclusion

As the number of COVID-19 cases grows every day, it is a necessity to detect every positive COVID-
19 case as soon as possible, although the resources’ deficiency in many countries. The primary and fast
diagnosis of COVID-19 infection is very important and plays a vital role in preventing the spread of
diseases to other humans. In this article, and as a trail to reduce the direct contact that occurs between the
patient and the specialist during the RT-PCR test, we proposed an approach to automatically predict
COVID-19 infections using chest X-ray images and deep transfer learning where CNN is used as a
classifier. The modifications have been performed on the ResNet18 network to enhance its performance
in the classification of chest X-ray images. Performance results show that 96.73% of the accuracy of the
three classes (normal, pneumonia, and COVID-19) was obtained using the updated ResNet18 model. Our
detailed experimental results show how the proposed architecture outperforms the existing CNN based
models for chest X-ray images classification. We expect that our network would be beneficial for medical
diagnosis. We also hope that larger COVID-19 datasets will be accessible nearly and the efficiency of our
proposed network would be more improved using them.
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